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The proofs of the main theorems were based on Theorem 5.1 about nonlinear
functional analysis. In this abstract theorem we claim that the mapping
f : H → H1 is an isomorphism. Unfortunately, this theorem is not correct
and we have to add the following assumption

Condition v). There exists a linear isomorphismJ : H → H1 such that
( f(V) − JV,en)1 = O(1/n), as n → ∞ uniformly on bounded subsets
of H.

Additional part in the proof of Theorem 5.1.We must show that the topology
on Mm, generated by the norm‖ · ‖, coincides with the topology onMm
induced by the weak topology ofH, that is, weak convergence implies
strong convergence.

First, we prove the compactness of the mappingF ≡ f − J. Indeed, each
componentFn(·) ≡ (F(·),en) is compact since( f(·),en) and(J·,en) are
compact. Then using Condition v) we deduce thatF : H → H1 is compact.
Second, assume thatVp→ V0 weakly, asp→∞ andVp ∈ Mm, f(Vp) ∈
Km, p ≥ 1. Then by Condition iv),yp ≡ f(Vp) → y0 = f(V0) strongly.
We haveyp = JVp + F(Vp) and henceVp = J−1(yp − F(Vp)) → V0
strongly. ut

The main results remain true since, in fact, we checked Condition v) in
our paper. Indeed, relations (3.38), (3.20), (3.30), (3.25), (3.10–11) show
that the mappingsh, l, µ,M, L satisfy Condition v).
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